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C onference centers and hotels are competing for your
business. In fact, conferences make up 60% of hotel
business; 70% in conference centers. In order to
compete, however, venues must be nimble. We’ve got

to embrace change, be willing to invest in technology
upgrades and anticipate the newest technologies
before they hit the market.

Hoteliers must understand and anticipate
customers’ changing needs and be ready to meet them.
It’s the only way we will be able to remain competitive.

That’s why University Place is undergoing a
major renovation project. We’re working to stay ahead
of technology demands, but it takes more than
providing tech-savvy business travelers with wireless
connections to keep them coming back. We’ve got
to create learning environments within a home-like
atmosphere. We’ve got to provide comfortable amenities in
conference rooms to stimulate minds, and then offer luxurious
retreat spaces where travelers can rest and – if they must – work.

As everyone in the industry knows, unless we meet the
needs of customers by keeping up with the latest cutting-edge
technologies, businesses won’t succeed. 

After 25 years in the hospitality industry managing a variety
of hotel operations, restaurants, resorts and conference centers,
here’s what I’ve learned. 

Optimal learning environment
A strong emphasis has been placed on making venues

better learning environments. Ten years ago, that meant rows
of tables and chairs facing a podium. Then came the horseshoe
setup to enhance audience participation. Today, we’re shifting
the learning environment into clusters or pods, designed to
create a more casual environment that promotes productivity. 

There are other ways to provide a more productive and
efficient meeting space: tackable wall surfaces, ergonomic chairs
that provide comfort for a full day of learning, distraction-free
rooms with soundproof walls and flexible space that can be
configured several ways to better accommodate a group’s needs.

Innovation in technology
Technology gives presenters a multitude of choices. Like

most conference centers, University Place has long provided
advanced telecommunications systems and the infrastructure
computer savvy presenters rely on. Gone are the days when
presenters showed up to meetings confused by their laptop
capabilities, connections and cables. Today, presentations are
brought in on memory sticks, PDAs are more frequent and
high-speed wireless links are the most common form of connection. 

Other technology enhancements include high-speed
Internet in meeting rooms and guest rooms, dual phone outlets
in guest rooms, computer workstations, technology staff on-site,

LCD projectors and rear or front screen projection capabilities
in meeting spaces.

Home away from home
Our customers are searching for home-like

amenities whether traveling or attending conferences.
That’s why hotel lobbies are being transformed into
living rooms and workspaces are designed to reflect
an office environment. In hotel rooms, beds boast
new sleeping packages that include double pillows,
duvets and high thread count linens. In-room technology
also has been enhanced with the addition of flat-screen
televisions and CD clock radios with MP3 plugs.

Marketing the message 
Like nearly everything else in the hotel business

that has turned to technology, so has marketing to consumers.
Event planners increasingly turn to the web for information.

Whether to research space availability, rental costs or even online
conference planning tools, the web is a critical component to
the planning experience. 

A company’s web site is often the front door to a new business
prospect. User-friendly features, virtual tours and real-time
confirmations can set a facility’s web site apart from the competition. 

Personal touch
No matter how invested we become in the latest technologies,

we can’t forget how important personal touch is to a customer’s
overall satisfaction. The International Association of Conference
Centers found in a 2004 study that repeat customers, personal
sales calls and referrals remain at the top of the list when it
comes to effective marketing and securing qualified sales leads.

While most of our business is web-based, customers value
personal touches. A friendly, knowledgeable staff that provides
superior service is still the biggest advantage a facility has in
distinguishing itself from the competition. 

Beyond 2005 
Conference centers will continue to provide the latest in

technology to keep guests “connected,” renovations will be made
to meet the high expectations of a quality living experience for
guests and an emphasis to deliver ROI for every meeting hosted
will be expected by both the event planner and the conference
participant.
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